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- "normal" mode is just like Outline mode but with colors (White = transparent). - "Guide" mode is just like Outline mode but with a blue background. - "Color" mode will toggle any color(s) selected on stage to normal mode or just the blue background to guide mode. - "Power" mode will toggle the entire layer or symbol (grayscale). - "Color Power" mode will toggle color(s) selected on stage to normal mode or just the blue background to guide mode and toggle grayscale. -
The Symbol Mode and Index are still available in "Guide" and "Color" mode. - Symbols can be selected on stage with a mouse click and can be easily identified and changed at any time. - You can set the hotkey you want to use for a symbol. - Symbols can be selected, moved, changed, copied, deleted, copied to clipboard, or pasted. - Symbols can be reset, locked, or unlocked. - Symbol objects have a Layer and a "key" property which can be used for something else. -
Symbols can be reset, locked, or unlocked. - Symbols will retain their symbols and playtime. - Symbols can be reverted to their original symbols and playtime. - Symbols can be copied and pasted. - Layer properties can be updated for each symbol. - Symbols can be mirrored. - Symbols can be resized. - Symbols can be rotated. - Symbols can be shifted with the grip. - A symbol can be "expanded" to show the whole symbol. - "Swatch" mode will make a new symbol out of a
single color. - "Custom" mode will let you edit a symbol's properties. - You can create a custom symbol from anything on stage that will create a new symbol that has all the same properties as the original. - Also, you can change properties of a custom symbol. - Custom symbols can be grouped. - Symbols can be "undone" and the change will be reverted. - Symbols can be applied on stage. - Symbols can be copied, deleted, or pasted. - Symbols can be reverted. - Symbols can be
relocated with the grip. - Symbols can be "packed" together. - Each symbol can have a color. -
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- 'x': Toggle outline and select symbol on stage - 'z': Toggle outline and select all visible symbols on stage -'s': Toggle outline and deselect symbol on stage - '1': Toggle outline and toggle outline for 1 symbol - '2': Toggle outline and toggle outline for 2 symbols - '3': Toggle outline and toggle outline for 3 symbols - '4': Toggle outline and toggle outline for 4 symbols - '5': Toggle outline and toggle outline for 5 symbols - '6': Toggle outline and toggle outline for 6 symbols - '7':
Toggle outline and toggle outline for 7 symbols - '8': Toggle outline and toggle outline for 8 symbols - '9': Toggle outline and toggle outline for 9 symbols - '0': Toggle outline and toggle outline for 0 symbols -'': Toggle outline and toggle outline for current symbol - '/': Toggle outline and toggle outline for selection symbols - 'q': Toggle outline and toggle outline for 1 layer - 'Q': Toggle outline and toggle outline for all layers - 'l': Toggle outline and toggle outline for 1 layer's
symbols - 'L': Toggle outline and toggle outline for all layers' symbols - ';': Toggle outline and toggle outline for selected symbols - '': Toggle outline and toggle outline for previous symbol - '{': Toggle outline and toggle outline for symbol 1 - '}': Toggle outline and toggle outline for symbol 3 -'': Toggle outline and toggle outline for selected symbol -'m': Toggle outline and toggle outline for the next symbol - ',': Toggle outline and toggle outline for the previous symbol - '^':
Toggle outline and toggle outline for current symbol - '?': Toggle outline and toggle outline for next symbol -'space': Toggle outline and toggle outline for symbol 2 -'shift': Toggle outline and toggle outline for the previous symbol - '(': Toggle outline and toggle outline for the current symbol - ')' - 'tab': Toggle outline and toggle outline for the next symbol - 'c': Toggle outline and toggle outline for the current symbol - 'v': Toggle outline and toggle outline for the previous symbol
- 'enter': Toggle outline and toggle outline for current symbol - 'caps': Toggle outline and toggle outline for the next symbol - ',': Toggle outline and toggle outline for the previous symbol - ' 77a5ca646e
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- Mouse over a symbol - If it is selected and the symbol is in normal mode, toggle guide mode - If it is selected and the symbol is in outline mode, toggle guide mode - If it is not selected and the symbol is in normal mode, toggle normal mode - If it is not selected and the symbol is in outline mode, toggle outline mode - Click Toggle Guide to toggle the symbol between guide and normal modes - Click Toggle Guide again to toggle the symbol between outline and normal modes
- Click Toggle Guide one more time to toggle the symbol between normal and outline modes - Click Toggle Guide again to toggle the symbol between guide and outline modes - When selecting and toggling an object in outline mode, the symbol and background will remain selected - When selecting and toggling an object in normal mode, the symbol and background will unselected Toggle the Light Mode: The light mode controls the flash's brightness, mode, and color. -Click
the switch next to the light mode drop-down -Click the light mode you wish to change -Click Toggle Light Mode to toggle the switch between OFF, BRIGHT, GREY, and DIM -Click Toggle Light Mode again to toggle the switch back to OFF Toggle the Colors: The colors mode controls the colors of the preview. -Click the switch next to the colors mode drop-down -Click the colors you wish to change -Click Toggle Colors to toggle the switch between OFF, CUSTOM,
SINGLE, and MULTI -Click Toggle Colors again to toggle the switch back to OFF Toggle the Background: The background mode controls the color of the background of the preview. -Click the switch next to the background mode drop-down -Click the background color you wish to change -Click Toggle Background to toggle the switch between OFF, WHITE, GREY, and BLACK -Click Toggle Background again to toggle the switch back to OFF Toggle between Flash and
HTML: The HTML mode displays the html tags of the current object, while the Flash mode shows the Flash symbols. -Click the switch next to the html mode drop-down -Click the html mode you wish to change -Click Toggle HTML to toggle the switch between Flash and HTML -Click Toggle HTML again to toggle the switch back to Flash Toggle between a flash object and a htmlelement: The object mode

What's New in the?

...you can only use one layer at a time, Toggle will show you how many layers are currently on stage. Toggle will automatically place the selected layers on their own layer. Actions: Toggle Symbol, Toggle Help, Toggle Position, Toggle Default State, Toggle Stamp, Toggle Symbol from Library, Toggle System, Toggle MovieClip Position, Toggle Auto-Number, Toggle Auto-Float, Toggle Image Depth, Toggle Loop, Toggle Zoom, Toggle Invert, Toggle Customize, Toggle
Flatten, Toggle Labels, Toggle Names, Toggle Constraints, Toggle Properties, Toggle Access, Toggle Inherit, Toggle Disable Events, Toggle Enable Events, Toggle Disable Style, Toggle Auto Transforms, Toggle Alpha, Toggle Visibility, Toggle Scale, Toggle Backface Culling, Toggle Bounding Box, Toggle Scroll, Toggle Auto Scale, Toggle Animation, Toggle Auto Keyframe, Toggle Alpha Animation, Toggle Fading, Toggle Masking, Toggle Mask to Alpha, Toggle Mask to
Layers, Toggle Mask to Clipping, Toggle Display Index, Toggle Auto Retina, Toggle Compression, Toggle Rect Animate, Toggle Customize Alpha, Toggle No Halt, Toggle Layout Mapping, Toggle Offscreen Paths, Toggle Hide Paths, Toggle Recursive Transforms, Toggle Mouse Events, Toggle Clip Profiles, Toggle Display Range, Toggle Colorized, Toggle Live Preview, Toggle Media Playback, Toggle Keyboard Events, Toggle Flash Security, Toggle Cache, Toggle
Shortcuts, Toggle Layer Permanently Disabled, Toggle Dirty Rectangles, Toggle MovieClip Local Movie Events, Toggle Smooth, Toggle Wipe, Toggle Batch Objects, Toggle Canvas Transforms, Toggle Callback Recording, Toggle Event Recorder, Toggle Event Tracking, Toggle Class, Toggle Debug, Toggle Enable Cache, Toggle Effect, Toggle Inject, Toggle Timing, Toggle Gravity, Toggle Image Dirty, Toggle User Timer, Toggle Event Pool, Toggle Event Registers,
Toggle Inspect, Toggle Security, Toggle Edit Extensions, Toggle Load Extensions, Toggle Reset Extensions, Toggle Setup Extensions, Toggle Library Extensions, Toggle Disallow JavaScript Execution, Toggle Warnings, Toggle Hexadecimal, Toggle Maximum Draw Calls, Toggle Inline Event Handlers, Toggle No Debugger, Toggle Command Line, Toggle Text Effects, Toggle Autofill, Toggle Modify Auto Fill, Toggle Outline, Toggle Outline to Front, Toggle Inline
Tweening, Toggle Inline Scripting, Toggle Using Flash Professional, Toggle Multiple Simultaneous Tasks, Toggle Smooth Animations, Toggle Smooth Scrolling, Toggle Debugging, Toggle Speed, Toggle Fit Canvas, Toggle Fit Screen, Toggle UI Fixes, Toggle HTML, Toggle XML, Toggle MD5 Hash, Toggle HTTP, Toggle Multiple Renderings, Toggle HTTPS, Toggle URL Hashes, Toggle RIA, Toggle PDF, Toggle SWF Version, Toggle Font, Toggle Text Alignment, Toggle
Keyboard Shortcuts, Toggle Button Visibility, Toggle Event Listener, Toggle
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System Requirements For Toggle Guide:

Dirt: An Outpost 2 Dirt 2: The Scorched Highlands Dirt 3: Lost and Gone Forever Dirt 4: Mules to the Metal Dirt 5: Lost Lands Dirt 6: Port Hope 2 GB RAM or 8 GB RAM recommended for HD graphics, 1.8 GHz processor or higher recommended for Intel Iris 6200 series or AMD Radeon R9 295X2 graphics or higher recommended Minimum 512 MB VRAM Compatible graphics card (see Note below)
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